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welcome...

As we start to leave winter behind and
move into Spring we start to get excited
for warmer weather and also the summer
cricket season which is now, just around
the corner. We would like to congratulate all
players who worked so hard over the winter
period and continued to improve their skills.
Your attitude towards the sport you play and
the way you practice is very important and
I am sure all of you would have improved
mentally, physically and technically over
this time. DJ Coaching is always proud of all
our players and coaches and continues to
be the leader of professional private cricket
coaching in our country, delivery high quality
coaching to more than 500 players weekly
from all different parts of South Africa. We
recently enjoyed coaching some players
from England and Dubai who came over to
SA for us to assist them improve. Thank you
to every player and family who continues to
trust us with their cricketing lives but more
importantly also trusts us to impart not only
cricket knowledge onto the players but also
life lessons of attitude, discipline, hard work,
respect, honesty and so much more…a huge
thanks!!

“

Arrogance or confidence:

the role of egos in elite sport
By Daniel Gallan

Real Madrid’s Cristiano Ronaldo reacts a he arrives at Santiago Bernabeu stadium during a victory ceremony in
Madrid after their 2014 Champions League victory against neighbours Atletico Madrid. Ronaldo has been labelled as
arrogant by many but his individual and team awards back his egotistical remarks.

How many of us have the confidence and
self-belief to truly be a superstar? How
many of us could attempt a seemingly
impossible play in front of thousands of
RTIES AND HOLIDAY SPORTS CLINICS CONTACT JONO LEAF-WRIGHT:people, knowing that millions more are
watching on TV around the world? The
truth is, only a handful of humans go down
in history as world class athletes. These
champions share certain qualities; skill,
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a drive to win, passion. CONQA explores
a particular trait that is required to be the
best – ego, and finds that the line between
Well done to all the players who
confidence and arrogance is as fine as the
participated in the
line between success and failure.
IPT Cricket Tournament

There are thousands of books and blogs on
the merits of a strong sense of self and how
to build an ego when it has been damaged.
Individuals will cite different reasons and
sources for their confidence; a strong family
base, extra hours on the training field, a
solid team structure or the guiding hand
of a mentor. For all athletes a strong ego is
nothing without positive performances and it
is through positive performances that a strong
ego can develop.
This can take on a different meaning for
different athletes. Sure, all champions want
to win, but even winning is subjective. For
It takes a mere two minutes and eleven Brian O’Driscoll, the former captain of Ireland’s
in Pietermaritzburg in July.
seconds into the self-indulgent vanity project rugby team, winning meant being involved in a
We are very proud of you all and for
that is Ronaldo for the word “arrogant” to be collective achievement. “One thing I learnt early
flying your Province’s flag high.
mentioned, and quite frankly, it’s a wonder it on in my career is that personal gratification
took that long. The film about the Portuguese takes second place.” What would he think off
Congratulations to all players who
goal machine runs about the length of a Ronaldo’s dogmatic obsession with the Ballon
were recently selected
football match but has more to do with ego and d’Or?
for the NSSSC age group squads.
O’Driscoll is an example of an athlete who
personal glory than sporting matters.
Good luck for the upcoming season.
Winning team trophies, even Real Madrid’s La is task orientated rather than ego orientated.
Decima Champions League triumph, become For task orientated athletes like O’Driscoll and
Good Luck to all our players playing
footnotes when compared to individual McCaw, the goal is to achieve something great
for Jhb
Far North
the upcoming
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honours. Cristiano Ronaldo’s statistics, rather than to be great. Ultimately, the end goal
Gauteng Primary Schools Cricket
sensational though they may be, are nothing is the same, but the motivation is different and
Festival later in September.
but notches on his bed post and are treated this often comes through in their rhetoric.
We wish you great success.
as glories in and of themselves rather than Michael Schumacher, for all his individual
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achievements, never failed to mention the
contributions to a collective achievement.
Remember that LUCK is when
team when being interviewed after a victory. It
But
should
that
change
our
opinion
of
opportunity meets preparation
was always “we had a good race” or “it all came
Ronaldo?
Does
his
ego
and
selfishness
make
so prepare well and take
him a less accomplished footballer? Of course together for us”. I’m not saying Schumacher
all your opportunities.
it doesn’t. If anything it makes him a better one. didn’t win races for himself, but his sense of
He cites this perceived arrogance as a source a collective unit underpinned his personal
of his power and dismisses anyone who has a ambitions.
All elite athletes, especially those at the
disdain for his ripe self-confidence. In the film,
he makes it clear that from a young age he very top, surely can’t help but feel a sense of
had ambitions to be the best footballer on the entitlement. Reviewing Sachin Tendulkar’s
planet. Nothing else mattered to him and so he autobiography, Playing It My Way, forESPN’s
worked tirelessly to achieve that goal. He was The Cricket Monthly, Vaibhav Sharma says,
“Egoism and an unshakable idea of personal
driven by an egotistical single mindedness.
Speaking on his role in the Second World destiny are the sine qua non of every sporting
War, Winston Churchill said, “I felt as if I were champion.” He argues that if you continuously
walking with destiny, and that all my past life remind an individual of his or her greatness
had been put in preparation for this hour and (in Tendulkar’s case, godliness) enough times,
1. Put the seam upright and straight in the
for this trial.” Ronaldo, in his own way, echoes eventually that message will stick.
fingers, do not set the seam to first slip
Churchill’s sense of self-aggrandising purpose An athlete like Tiger Woods , who has often
as so many coaching books advocate, this
when pursuing and ultimately receiving the been labelled as arrogant and who was raised
makes the ball swing too early.
Ballon d’Or for best footballer of the year (an to believe he is the best in the world, does not
2. 	Cock the wrist back, so that as the bowler
honour bestowed on him three times, one short solely rely on that upbringing to fuel a positive
runs in, the ball and palm of the hand are
of Lionel Messi, a player depicted as a rival in the ego. The awards, the massive salaries and
up and presented to the batter.
the hordes of adoring fans all reinforce this
film and referred to as “the other guy”).
	
This allows the wrist to automatically
There is almost a sense of entitlement message. Some might argue that it is a sign of
snap forward when the ball is released
that great athletes portray when they’re the celebrity swamp into which elite sport is
creating backspin, this is natural, the
winning. Holding trophies aloft is not only sinking, but it is that reinforcement that makes
bowler doesn’t have to think about this,
the result of hard work and great skill, but is Woods believe he can win any tournament
the wrist position does it for him.
a representation of the world as it should be. despite whatever form he may be in. All great
Anything contrary is an abomination of nature. champions believe they are great. They are
3. 	Have the wrist angled, with the ball and
We all know that success is never accidental then able to do great things, they then get
seam presented with the fingers pointed
but is rather the culmination of years of reminded of their greatness by fans and media,
toward second slip, as the bowler runs in.
sacrifice and preparation. For champion and the cycle continues.
The ball then swings from the hand and
It is, however, reassuring to know that there
athletes, success is simply the inevitability of
wrist action.
areLEAF-WRIGHT:
still some elite athletes who measure their
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	Play
around
with it, itSPORTS
may takeBIRTHDAY
a couple of
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That is why star athletes have egos both greatness by a different standard. Team MTNsessions to get used to, but when it clicks
on and off the field. They know better than Qhubeka (now Team Dimension Data) shook up
it will swing late, and swing nicely!
anyone how difficult it is to get the opportunity the old establishment of professional cycling
to express oneself on a global stage and once when they became the first team from Africa
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ZA going to
they’re
there, they’re not
hold back. to compete in the Tour de France. Their 5th
As Grant Downie, the Head of Performance at place finish was remarkable but it wasn’t their
Manchester City FC Academy, says, “You want only success story. The team are changing
players to have an ego. To go in front of fifty lives in rural South Africa by empowering
This drill will let you know when your body
or sixty thousand people and express yourself, young people. By exchanging bicycles for
feels comfortable with the length of your run
you need to have a strong sense of self-belief.” community work, this professional cycling
up, it’s not about what you ‘think’ should be
Without that, no champion would ever be able team breaks down the barrier that exists
the length of your run up, so allow the drill to
to take that long range shot or execute a skilful between elite athletes and ordinary people. For
do its work.
manoeuvre. Self-doubt is the most challenging Head of Performance Support and Medical, Dr
opponent any athlete faces and nothing Carol Austin, this allows the riders to achieve
1.	You are going to put a marker down on the
counters this foe with more success than a positive results without the need of a strong ego.
field and run, with ball in hand and jump
“Ego in our team is not a factor,” she says.
strong ego.
and bowl as if an imaginary batsman is in
Downie is a football man and works in a sport “Many of our riders previously never really
front of you.
where self-confidence all too often reveals understood the poverty that many people live
	You are going to do this with your eyes
itself to be a strong ego. This goes a long way with in South Africa. I’d love to see how many
closed to begin with so that there are no
to explain the poor treatment of referees as elite athletes around the world would change
visual distractions and so your body can
well as the ongoing theatrics of many players their perspective if they saw how our riders
‘feel’ when it is right to bound and bowl.
looking for a foul. Ronaldo is not alone. Players give back. Our athletes are very proud to be
2. 	Put a marker down on the field, away from
like Zlatan Ibrahimovic and Mario Balotelli are involved in a team where changing lives is the
the nets and the middle strips, we don’t
somewhat the norm. Players who are humble goal and that inspires them to perform.”
want any visual or perceptual distractions.
Ego and arrogance are two words that often
are seen as rarities.
The marker is the beginning of your run up.
have
negative connotations, and are labels
This
is
not
the
case
in
other
sports.
The
	Make sure your foot hits the marker, right
we
are
quick to plaster on some athletes but
recently
retired
All
Black
rugby
captain,
Richie
or left, the normal foot you start your run
not
others.
Some believe that David Warner
McCaw,
achieved
everything
a
player
can
up with.
is
arrogant
while
AB de Villiers is not. Lionel
achieve
in
the
game,
both
personally
and
	With ball in hand, eyes closed, run at your
Messi
is
the
epitome
of humility whereas his
with
club
and
country.
Despite
the
success
normal run up pace until it ‘feels’ right to
rival,
Cristiano
Ronaldo,
is the opposite. But
he
remained
one
of
the
most
humble
athletes
bound and bowl at the imaginary batter.
make
no
mistake,
all
elite
athletes have planet
in
the
world.
This
is
perhaps
indicative
of
a
Don’t let go of the ball, just go through
sized
egos
to
match
their
supreme skill sets.
sport
where
arrogance
belies
a
sense
of
selfyour bowling action.
Ego
doesn’t
always
have
to
manifest itself into
confidence,
and
humility
is
not
an
extra
feather
	Now your friend or Coach is to monitor
overt
arrogance
but
it
is
always
needed when
in
one’s
cap,
but
is
instead
a
requirement
for
where your front foot lands. Without him
striving
to
be
the
best.
success.
or her putting a marker down though yet.

Let your actions
speak louder than
your words
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Swing bowling:
swing the ball late
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Fast bowling:

Length of run-up

We still don’t want any distractions or you
to be ‘thinking’ about where you should
jump.
	Repeat this drill, with eyes closed, until
there is a pattern to where you jump and
bowl. This can take up 12 -18 deliveries, so
be PATIENT.
3. 	When your front foot is landing consistently
in the same place, (this won’t be exact, it
can be out by a couple of feet), we have
a pattern and your partner can mark your
front foot landing.
	Now measure the run up from your marker
to your front foot landing point, do this
with a tape measure or by pacing it out
accurately.
	Mark this out on the field with two cones
at either end, from beginning of your run
up to front foot landing.
4. 	Now practice running this through, eyes
open this time, do this for three or four
overs until you are getting a feel for the
pace and length of your run up.
	Again, be patient, it will feel strange to
start off with.
	Your partner must stand to one side to
watch your front foot landing point and
to adjust the marker as your front foot
landing becomes more consistent.
5. 	Practice this run up three times a week,
four – six overs at a time for your brain and
body to learn the timing and pace of the
run up. You can bowl in the nets or middle
to do this, with a batter or not.
	It will take about 21-30 days for this to
become engrained.
	When you are confident that the pace and
timing of the run up are right, you then
move this drill to the nets and middle
practice.
A great sms we recently received: “Loving the
passion of your coaches at this practice
today. Well done DJ Coaching for what you
have achieved. I am convinced that this
sort of practice/cricket takes these players
to another level.”
			
- Adam Bacher

watch these links:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9T3FY0_GyM4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-TGNYND9cVw

Enjoy the videos

Richie McCaw
hold aloft the
Webb Ellis Cup
after his New
Zealand All
Blacks defended
their Rugby
World Cup crown.
McCaw has
left the sport
as the most
capped and
decorated player
in the game
but remained
humble right to
the end.

Learn the skill
of hard work
There is no substitute for hard work in high level sport! It is well known that champions train in a
way that makes every second of their training count.
Most of the professional athletes we mentally train, work hard naturally because they are driven
by their own desire to succeed. However many of them were not alwaysso disciplined and
committed, hard work is a skill that you can learn.

Six steps to learning the skill of hard work:
1. Intend to give 100% every time you train.

2.	Plan A Schedule at the beginning of each week for when you are going to train. Documented
research shows that when you have a scheduleof when to work or train, you will have 90%
more success following through, than when it has not been planned in writing.
3.	Choose how you will train like a champion. Each week you need to choose an aspect of your
physical or mental game that you want or need to focus on.
4.	WRITE on a small card the aspect of your sport that you have chosen to focus on, eg. “Zoom
in on the ball”, “follow through”,” ‘Happy feeling’ I say to myself as I begin”.Champions in many
sports; athletics, cricket, golf and tennis have had their ‘focus cards’ or ‘focus books’ in their
sports bag as a means of positive reinforcement.
5.	JUST DO, DON’T THINK! On bad days when you don’t feel like working hard, just train as hard
as you can for 15 minutes. When 15 minutes is up, ask yourself, “am I able to continue?” You will
notice that more often than not, the answer is “YES”. On the occasion when the answer is a
“NO”, most probably your body or mind is in
need of a break. In the latter case, tuning in
and honouring yourself can do wonders for
FOR PRIVATE CRICKET COACHING, SPORTS BIRTHDAY PARTIES
your motivation and energy levels.
6.	ENJOY THE JOURNEY of progress that
comes from training and hard work. Many
legend, champion athletes report that
the reason for their long term, consistent
CELL: 082 783 4772
success is because of how excited they
feel about watching themselves improve.
In addition, they have learned to enjoy the
training, which actually takes up a lot more
time than competition or tournaments.

win a pair of
Cutty shoes!

by Toni Gaddie

Clinical & Sports Psychologist
(toni@gaddie.net)

WE MAKE THE DIFFERENCE!!
Our fully trained team offers the following:

All you have to do is answer 2 questions:

*Toni Gaddie co-founded The Champion Academy with her sister Rikki Gaddie Dworcan in 2012.
*The Champion Academy offers private and group sessions as well as corporate training.

Monthly Contract Cleaning of Commercial, Corporate, Retail and
Industrial Services

Monthly Contract / OnceOnce-Off Residential and Domestic Cleaning
Carpet Care

011 706 7433

Hard Floor Care

Hygiene Services

Exceptional Rates for the whole of Gauteng
Contact Rui, at Sky Mark Cleaning, for a free, no obligation quote on
(011) 907 1501/2 or 072 202 4308

www.skymarkcleaning.co.za
rui@smcservices.co.za
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DJ Coaching recommends EyeGym for any cricket
player or sportsman. It works on your visual speed
and enhancesperformance. If you are interested
please visit www.eyegym.co.za or feel free to
contact the EyeGym Team, Dr Sherylle Calder &
Christi Botha on info@drsheryllecalder.com

vitality schools
programme

1. Who is the shoe sponsor
for the DJ Coaching
Newsletter Competition?
2. What countries has DJ
Coaching recently had
players visit from who
wanted help to improve
their cricket skills?
The first correct email sent to
info@djcoaching.co.za will win the prize.

to

Sean
Erasmus

for winning the Cutty
sneakers from last
editions competition.

Our Vision:

A bright future and better
life through exercise

To be the best at what we do

Our Mission:

To exceed customer expectations through
being creative, inspirational, passionate,
focused and by celebrating success.

Exercise should be an
integral
part ofCRICKET
everyone’sCOACHING,
ExerciseSPORTS
reduces disease
risks
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life. According to medical experts, kids who There aren’t only immediate benefits of exercise
exercise regularly are showing significant – it’s an investment in a healthy future too!
smarts and may have the brightest future of Studies show that even a moderate level of
all. To achieve the health benefits of exercise, regular exercise can:
children should participate
in moderate
insulin sensitivity and reduceWWW.DJCOACHING.CO.
the
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783 4772 to •	Improve
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vigorous intensity aerobic exercise for at least
risk of type 2 diabetes;
30 minutes a day, five days a week.
•	
Increase good cholesterol (HDL) and
decrease b ad cholesterol (LDL);
Exercise improves heart and lung health
Reduce the risk of the build-up of fatty
The heart is a muscle – so the harder it works, •	
substances in the arteries;
the stronger it gets. This helps improve blood
We wish you all an awesome few months
circulation, which helps to transport oxygen-rich • Lower the risk of high blood pressure;
ahead until the next official newsletter
blood to the body and return carbon dioxide to •	Improve blood circulation, lowering the risk
edition for September/October which will
of stroke;
the lungs. Exercise also increases lung capacity.
be sent out in late October. Remember
Strengthen the immune system, lowering
Regular exercise means the body needs less •	
over the months ahead to keep working
susceptibility to illnesses;
oxygen to perform specific tasks making the
hard and enjoying every moment of
•	Help us “bounce back” quicker after being
body work more effectively and efficiently.
practicing. Remember to always practice
sick; and
Exercise improves muscle strength and
correctly because if you don’t practice
• Lower the risk of certain types of cancer.
endurance
properly and correctly then practice
Better muscle strength and endurance makes
won’t make perfect. As we have said
the activities of daily living easier to complete.
There’s almost no part of our lives that exercise
before PRACTICE MAKES PERMANENT
Exercise protects bones
won’t improve. Always set an example and
so practice hard and correctly always.
The skeleton becomes stronger during exercise.
show kids that exercise will change their lives
Cricket is an amazing sport which
Studies show that people who exercise
for the better, and can be fun at the same time!
teaches us so many life lessons such as
regularly have higher bone density than people
team work, discipline, hard work, how
who don’t. It’s never too early to begin! Children To get more information, you can visit
and adolescents who exercise regularly show www.vitalityschools.co.za or call 0860 109 939.
to enjoy success but also how to deal
significant increases in bone mass, which
with failure, respect for ourselves and
benefits them throughout their lives.
the opposition and so so sooooooooooo

Final thought

A better quality of life

If you are interested in having cricket nets/pitch installed at your house or venue
and need any assistance please contact Jono Leaf-Wright on 082 783 4772
for some free help. Jono will assist you with getting quotes from relevant suppliers
QUOTEand will give
you advice on the project as an added benefit of being a part of the DJ Coaching Family.
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All venue enquiries contact: Jono Leaf-Wright: jono@djcoaching.co.za
CELL: 082 783 4772
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much more! Our challenge to you over
the next few months is to keep learning
those life lessons while improving
your cricket skills at the same time.
Have fun and work hard while always
remembering that DJ COACHING is super
proud of you always!!
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COACHING VENUES:
Dainfern College • Sandton Indoor Action Arena • Montrose Primary School • Bryanston Primary • Rivonia Primary • KD Linksfield • KD Sandton • KD Victory Park • Rivonia Sports Centre

www.sandtonactionsports.co.za

